Established in 2004, Quarter Turn Resources (QTR) is the master distributor for Valvitalia products throughout the United States. QTR facilities include full fabrication, welding, coating, and automation capabilities. QTR also maintains current industry certifications, including API 6D monograms and ISO quality standards. These certifications and quality standards support our capabilities to offer any valve modifications or automation our customers might require.

QTR has expanded its product offerings to include the Valvitalia/Vitas Gate Valve designs more commonly used in the liquid pipeline and storage/terminal markets. These gate valves include a full-port piggable, fabricated Slab Gate Valve and cast body Expanding Gate Valve. QTR also offers a full-port fabricated, Compact (CEX) Expanding Gate Valve for applications “inside the fence” (multi-product manifolds) where pigging is not typically required. These Compact (CEX) Expanding Gate Valves provide double block and bleed for product integrity/isolation.

QTR inventories exceed $50 million, stocked at our manufacturing/modification facilities in Oklahoma and Texas and available for exceptional delivery time.

### Slab Gate

- API-6D, Full Port
- Through-Conduit/Piggable
- Block and Bleed
- Fabricated Body
- 2” thru 60”
- ANSI 150 thru 1500 Class
Expanding Gate

- API-6D, Full Port
- Through-Conduit/Piggable
- Double Block and Bleed (DIB)
- Mechanical Positive Isolation
- 2” thru 48”
- ANSI 150 thru 2500 Class

CEX Compact Exp Gate

- API-6D, Full Port
- Double Block and Bleed (DIB)
- Mechanical Positive Isolation
- 6” thru 48”
- ANSI 150 thru 600 Class
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QTR OFFERS ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS INCLUDING...
• Trunnion-Mounted Ball Valves
• Lubricated Plug Valves
• Swing Check Valves
• Full Range of Actuators